PARENT CONSENT FORM
SCHOOL EXCURSION – YEAR 11 VCD

Students (Year level & Curriculum area) 11 VCD to take part in the incursion detailed below.

Incursion: In AT1 Classroom for Studio Workshops Advanced Rendering Workshop
Date: Sunday 14 February 2016
Time: 9.30am – 3.30pm
Clothing: ☑ Casual As set out in the Student Planner
Meal Arrangements: Bring lunch and snacks to have at school
Cost: $159.00 [This includes their own kit of: bleed proof paper, a range of markers, pencils and pens, templates etc.]

To be paid by Online via PayPal
To Apply: Go to www.studiocopic.com.au and under the Advanced Rendering Courses tag within the Categories Window, click onto your School logo

Yours sincerely

Janet Irving

Staff Attending: Janet Irving

<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Year 11 VCD - Copic Marker Workshop incursion, Sunday 14 February 2016
(Return this slip to Janet Irving by 8 February 2016)

I give permission for my son/daughter ________________________________ (full name) to attend the Design, what is it good for? excursion as set out above and/or on the attached sheet.

In an emergency I authorise the teacher in charge of the excursion to consent where it is impractical to communicate with me to the child receiving such Christian Science treatment, medical or surgical treatments, as may be deemed necessary, in line with your request on your student’s Application for Enrolment form.

Signature of Parent/Guardian: ________________________________

Name: ________________________________ Contact Numbers: ________________
Emergency Contact Name: ________________________________ Contact Numbers: ________________

Does your child suffer from a medical condition

NO ☐ YES ☐
If Yes, please explain:
The quality of your portfolio can make all the difference

The Instructors of Studio Workshops present their highly preparation short course Advanced Rendering techniques using Copic Markers and associated product exclusively for Art and Design Students.

A qualified and experienced designer who has an excellent track record in both industry and academic institutions is now running this highly successful short course in a one day - two session program.

Participants of the workshops are shown a wide range of design skills and advanced presentation techniques, and undertake practical exercises which have been developed to provide opportunity for individual tuition. This allows students to develop confidence in their work and apply the acquired skills to their developing portfolio.

Acceptance into most tertiary design courses is based on a portfolio presentation. Therefore, students must be able to demonstrate a strong visual aptitude by presenting a high quality portfolio of work to a tertiary selection panel.

Who can apply?

The Studio Workshops program primarily targets secondary students in Years 10, 11 and 12 wishing to pursue tertiary studies in Design should apply. Teachers specialising in Visual Communication or Design Technology subjects are encouraged to apply for this One Day Program.

How to Apply and the Cost

Cost: $159 (GST incl.) This fee includes a comprehensive kit of equipment, including markers, pens, pastels, drawing pads etc; for each participant to keep - valued at over $160.

To Apply: Go to www.studiocopic.com.au and under the Advanced Rendering Courses tag within the Categories Window, click onto your School or Uni logo

Fill out your personal details and when correctly recorded you will then be transferred to the secure PayPal Site.

After undertaking payment, it is important that you WAIT for PayPal to return you to the StudioCopic website - this will allow the order to be correctly processed

Please Note: when in PayPal, DO NOT close down or use the “back” or “return” Key - PayPal will automatically redirect you back to the StudioCopic site

For those not wanting to purchase online, then please mail a Cheque or Aust Post Money Order made out to STUDIO WORKSHOPS with your Full Name and Mailing address, and send it to: Studio Workshops, PO Box 907, MOUNT ELIZA, 3930

Confirmation of bookings and receipts will be issued by email
For more information contact our email address sales@studiocopic.com.au

www.studiocopic.com.au